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We will be referencing the 
Refrigeration and Air 
Conditioning 
Technology book for this 
course. It is recommended 
that you purchase this 
book hard cover or as an 
e Book, the purchase of  
this book is not necessary 
to complete this course 
but it is recommended to 
obtain a copy for your 
future reference 
throughout your HVAC 
career.
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Section 5: Commercial 
Refrigeration

Unit 24: Expansion Devices

Objectives (1)
•After studying this unit, you should be 
able to: 
•Describe the most popular types of  

expansion devices
•Describe the operating characteristics of  

popular expansion devices
•Describe how the expansion devices 

respond to load changes
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Objectives (2)
• Describe the operation of  a balanced-port 

expansion valve
• Describe the operation of  a dual-port expansion 

valve
• Describe how electronic expansion valves and 

their controllers operate
• Explain the operation and operating charge of  a 

system incorporating a capillary tube metering 
device
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Expansion Devices (Metering Device)
•Often called metering devices; meters the 

correct amount of  refrigerant to the evaporator 
it create pressure drop and is one of  the 
dividing points between the high and low side . 
Installed in the liquid line between the condenser and 
the evaporator
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Expansion Devices (Metering Device)
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5 Major types of  m. d. 
A. TXV - Thermostatic Expansion Valve
• EXV   - Electronic expansion Valve
B. AEV   - Automatic Expansion Valve
C. Cap Tube  - Capillary Tube
• Piston - Accurator Carrier , Check flow 

piston

Expansion Devices in the Refrigeration Cycle 

Figure 24–2 The complete refrigeration cycle with the four basic 
components: compressor, condenser, evaporator, and expansion device
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Thermostatic Expansion Valve (TXV)
• Meters the refrigerant to the evaporator by using a 

thermal sensing element
• Maintains a constant evaporator superheat
• If  the evaporator superheat is high, the valve will 

open
• If  the evaporator superheat is low, the valve will 

close 
• Superheat ensures that no liquid refrigerant leaves 

the evaporator
• Low superheat increases the net refrigerant effect 
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These are the parts that you find when you 
disassemble a TXV

A. On the very top it is the Power Head it is what 
provides the opening force for the TXV

B. The pushrods transfer the pressure  on to the Carrier 
or the needle

C. The valve body holds all of  the parts
D. The External equalizer connection is what lets the 

TXV know what the evaporator pressure is so it 
knows what the temps is 

E. The Seat is what the needle seats on to to open or 
close the valve

F. The Superheat spring is what gives you the super heat
G. The Spring guide makes sure the spring has a solid 

base 
H. The bottom cap and adjustment stem are what some 

people call packing glad, this is where you can make 
adjustments to the superheat
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TEV Cutaway
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• Head & Diaphragm
• Pins
• Needle and Orifice
• Inlet Screen
• Spring 
• Packing Gland
• Adjuster Stem

The Valve Body

• Machined brass or stainless steel
• Holds components together
• Provides means to connect valve to the piping 

circuit
• Fastened by flare, solder, or flange
• Has an inlet screen to stop any small particulate 

matter from entering valve
• Some valves have a third connection called an 

external equalizer 
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The Diaphragm
•Moves the needle in and out of  the seat in 
response to system load changes
•Flexes downward to open the valve
•Flexes upward to close the valve
•Made of  thin, flexible stainless steel 
•Located at the top of  the valve in the 
Power Head
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Needle and Seat
• Control refrigerant flow through the valve
• Needle is pushed into the seat to reduce refrigerant flow to 

the evaporator, when down it opens valve
• Made of  stainless steel 
• The greater the pressure difference across the needle and 

seat, the greater the amount of  flow through the valve 
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The Spring 
• One of  the valve’s closing forces
• Acts to push the needle into the seat, causing the valve 

to close
• Spring pressure determines the evaporator superheat
• Spring tension can be field adjusted, but only seasoned

field technicians should do adjustments on the valve
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The Sensing Bulb and Transmission Tube
• Senses temperature at evaporator outlet

• Converted to a pressure and is transmitted to the top of  the 
diaphragm

• The fluid in the bulb responds to a pressure / temperature 
relationship 

• When the suction line temperature goes up, the bulb pressure 
goes up 

• The bulb pressure controls the valve 
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The Sensing Bulb and Transmission Tube 
Illustrated

Figure 24-18 An illustration of  the diaphragm, the bulb, and the transmission tube
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Types of  Bulb Charge
•The fluid inside the expansion valve bulb is 
known as the charge
•Four types:
• Liquid charge
• Cross liquid charge
• Vapor charge
• Cross vapor charge
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Functioning Example of  a TXV
with Internal Equalizer
•Example:
• Based on a liquid filled bulb
• Normal load conditions – medium temperature 

application; valve is in equilibrium 
• Suction pressure 18.4 psig
• R-134a boiling at 20̊ F
• Expansion valve maintaining 10̊ F of  superheat
• Suction line temp. 30°F at the bulb location
• Pressure of  the liquid in the bulb = 26.1 psig
• Spring pressure = 7.7 psig
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Functioning Example of  a TXV
with Internal Equalizer: Illustration

Figure 24-25 A TXV under a normal load condition. The valve is said to be in equilibrium. The 
needle is stationary
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Functioning Example of  a TXV
with Internal Equalizer: Load Changes
•Load changes with food added to cooler
•Addition of  warm food increases 
evaporator load

•Load changes with food removed from 
the cooler
•Removal of  food reduces load on the 
evaporator 
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TXV with External Equalizers 
•Designed and applied with pressure drop 

from the inlet to the outlet
• Used to compensate for pressure drops from the 

inlet to the outlet of  the evaporator
• Must always be installed when a refrigerant 

distributor is used because of  the distributor’s 
large pressure drop characteristics
• Excess pressure drop in a coil with a TXV will 

cause the valve to starve the coil of  refrigerant
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Improper installation

26
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Proper installation 
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TXV Responses to Load Changes 
•When load increases:
•Refrigerant boils faster and the suction line 

temperature increases
•Valve opens to feed more refrigerant to the 

evaporator
•When load decreases:
•Refrigerant takes longer to boil
•Valve closes to feed less refrigerant to the 

evaporator 
28

TXV Valve Selection
•Each TXV is designed for a particular 

refrigerant or group of  refrigerants
•The capacity of  the system is very 

important
•Remember to always replace the TXV and 

ALL other components with an exact 
replacement
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• As the load changes 
the TXV will adjust 
but on the top picture 
the TXV is satisfied or 
in equilibrium. 
Marinating the proper 
super heat. 

• In the middle picture 
the TXV will open 
because the super heat 
is high

• On the lower picture 
the valve will close 
because the superheat 
is low.
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•The TXV will adjust but on the top 
picture the TXV is satisfied or in 
equilibrium. Maintaining the proper super 
heat. 10º of  superheat 
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•The TXV will open because the super 
heat is high.
•15º superheat

32
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•The valve will close because the 
superheat is low.
•5º superheat. 
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Balanced-Port TXV
•Designed to operate in low ambient 
conditions
•Used if  any of  the following conditions 

exist
• Large varying head pressures
• Large varying pressure drops across the TXV
• Widely varying evaporator loads
• Very low liquid line temperatures 

•Have larger-than-normal orifices 
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Pressure-Limiting TXV
•Allows evaporator pressure to only reach 
a predetermined pressure
•If  the evaporator pressure exceeds this 
pressure, the valve will close
•Desirable on low-temperature 
applications 
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Servicing the TXV
•Care should be taken that the valve is 

serviceable and will perform correctly
•Things to be considered:
• Type of  fastener (flare, solder, or flange), 
• Location of  valve for service
• Expansion valve bulb location

•Valve has moving parts that are subject to 
wear
•Adjusting a TXV may cause problems
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Installing the Sensing Element
•Procedure:
•Bulb should be mounted on the 
suction line as close to the 
evaporator as possible 
•Suction line should be clean and 
straight
•Bulb should be mounted securely 
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Installing the Sensing Element
•Procedure:
•Follow manufacturer’s instructions 
•For small suction lines, the bulb is 
usually secured to the top of  the 
line
•The bulb and the suction line at 
that point should be well insulated 
so the bulb can read the correct 
temperature reading
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Electronic Expansion 
Valve  EXV

They work very much like 
a TXV 

They will maintain 
constant superheat.   

The EXV must know the 
evaporator temperature 
and the temperature of  the 
outlet of  the evaporator.  

The EXV will open if  the 
superheat is high and it 
will close if  the superheat 
is low
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EXVs Electronic Expansion Valve
Step-Motor Expansion Valves

•Uses a small motor to control the valve port
•Valve port controls evaporator superheat
•Temperature sensor sends a signal to the 

controller
•The controller sends a signal to the motor
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EXVs    Step-Motor Expansion Valves
• Motor turns a fraction of  a rotation for each signal
• The motor is powered by signals that change in 

polarity
• Rotating the valve to the open or to the closed 

position
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Electronic 
Expansion Valve  

EXV
A. Basic set up of  an 

EXV
B. Temperature 

sensor so you 
know what the 
temperature is at 
the outlet of  the 
evaporator

C. D. and E.  Is is 
what an EXV 
looks like
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Sporlan Diagram of  EEV, Controller, and Inputs
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Step-Motor Expansion Valves:
Controller Functioning
•The controller consists of  many transistors for 

each switching function
• A small microcomputer in the controller has a 

programmed algorithm which can control or 
sequence the electrical signal
• Algorithms, or sets of  instructions, often referred to as 

software, reside in the microprocessor
• Feedback loops let the controller know the process 

needs to be changed or modified
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A stepper motor will receive a signal and 
move the rotor in the middle to the 
position indicated by the magnetic field so 
the valve can open or close as desired 

48
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Automatic Expansion Valve 
•Maintains constant pressure in the evaporator
•When the pressure drops, the valve opens
• Spring pressure pushes to open the valve 
•The evaporator pressure pushes to close the 

valve
•Turning the adjustment screw into the valve 

increases the spring pressure 
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Automatic Expansion Valve Depicted

Figure 24–42 The 
automatic expansion 
valve uses the 
diaphragm as the 
sensing element and 
maintains a constant 
pressure in the 
evaporator but does 
not control superheat
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Automatic Expansion Valve Response to 
Load Changes 
•Responds differently than the TXV to load 
changes
• It actually acts in reverse
• When a load is added to the coil, the suction 

pressure starts to rise
• When the load is decreased and the suction 

pressure starts to fall, the AXV will start to open 
and feed more refrigerant into the coil
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Special Considerations for the TXV and AXV

•Both are expansion devices that allow more or 
less refrigerant flow they adjust 
•Both need a storage device (receiver) for 

refrigerant when it is not needed
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Special Considerations for the TXV and AXV

•The receiver serves both as a storage tank and 
as a tank into which refrigerant can be pumped 
when servicing the system
•When there is no receiver the condenser is used 

to store the refrigerant until it is needed
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The Capillary Tube Metering Device 
•Controls refrigerant flow by pressure drop 
•Diameter and length of  the tube determine 

flow at a given pressure
•Does not maintain evaporator pressure or 

superheat
•Used when the load is relatively constant
•No moving parts to wear out
•Oil logging
• Flooding or migration 
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Capillary Tubes

A.   Shows a capillary tube and what it looks like. 
A capillary tube has no moving parts and  it is 
cheaper to manufacture.  It works by restricting 
the flow. The flow is affected by the length and 
the inside diameter of  the tube
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Capillary Tube
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B.We can see that the longer the 
capillary tube is the greater the 
pressure drop will be. The other 
thing that will affect the pressure 
drop is the inside diameter of  the 
tube. The smaller the diameter 
the greater the pressure drop is 
going to be.

C.If  you have ever added a length 
of  garden hose to the one you are 
using you can see that there is a 
pressure drop, the same thing 
happens in a capillary tube
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•Capillary tube systems 
are critically charged
•All refrigerant in the 
system circulates at all 
times when the system is 
running
•The amount of  
refrigerant in the system 
is critical in capillary 
tube systems
• 10º of   superheat
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• Capillary tube 
sometimes fastened to 
the suction line for 
heat exchange, the 
more sub cooling the 
unit has the more 
efficiently it will run
• Responds very slowly 

to system load changes 
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•A capillary tube will maintain constant flow

•As the pressure increases on the high side the 
flow will increase in to the evaporator 
decreasing the superheat 

•As the pressure decreases on the high side the 
flow in to the evaporator will decrease 
adjusting the superheat
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Piston  fixed bore
•Works very much like a capillary tube it 

maintains constant flow of  refrigerant in to 
the evaporator
•There are no moving parts 
•The small orifice creates the pressure drop
•When replacing it you must know the size 

of  the orifice, it is stamped on to the piston 
•A piston is often used in heat pumps 
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Carrier’s Accurator®
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Picture Courtesy of  Rob Dohse
Carrier Training Center

Valve Body Metering 
Device

End Cap

(Piston)
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Demonstration of Operation
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Summary (1)
•The expansion device is one of  the dividing 
points between the high and low sides of  the 
system.
•The TXV valve maintains a constant superheat 
in the evaporator.
•The bulb pressure is the only force that acts to 
open the TXV valve.
•The evaporator pressure and the superheat 
spring close the valve
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Summary (2)
•The forces inside the expansion valve all work 

together to hold the needle and seat in the 
correct position so that the evaporator will have 
the correct amount of  refrigerant under all load 
conditions.
•The liquid temperature entering the TXV, the 

evaporator temperature, and the pressure drop 
across the TXV all determine the capacity of  
the TXV in tons.
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Summary (4)
•EEVs work very much like a TXV
•The automatic expansion valve responds in 
reverse to a load change; when the load 
increases, the automatic expansion valve 
throttles the refrigerant instead of  feeding 
more refrigerant as the TXV does.
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Summary (5)
•The capillary tube expansion device is a 
fixed-bore metering device usually made of  
copper, with a very small inside diameter and 
no moving parts.
•The capillary tube system uses a very limited 
amount of  refrigerant compared with other 
metering devices and is popular in small 
systems.
•The piston works like the capillary tube and 
you must know the size of  the piston when 
replacing  
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Homework

• In the next module, Number 8, we will be 
discussing accessories Unit 25

• It is recommended that you read unit 25 and answer 
questions:  1, 3, 5, seven through 13, 15, 24, and 27
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